Abstract. We investigate a recent proposal that invasive species display patterns of spatial ''spread regulation'' analogous to density-dependent regulation of population abundances. While invasive species do offer valuable tests of ecological theories about spatial spread, we argue that the statistical approach used in the study is not useful, and that the proposed definition of ''spread regulation'' is likely to be confusing. While concepts of negative feedbacks in spatial spread may be reasonable, the proposed definition of ''spread regulation'' encompasses accelerating, constant, or decelerating spread. There is no compelling biological or practical reason to adopt such a definition. Moreover, we show that the statistical patterns (from time series of ratios of newly to recently invaded sites) proposed as evidence of spread regulation are predictable from basic diffusion models or other common models of constant spread with some stochasticity in dynamics and/or observations. Because such a wide range of processes would generate the observed patterns, no clear biological conclusions emerge from the proposed approach to spread analysis. When regarded in the context of the impacts and management of invasive species, the proposed regulation concept has the potential to create costly misunderstandings.
INTRODUCTION
Interest in the invasion of nonnative species has grown enormously over the past decade, partially due to concern for the growing impact these invaders have on native species and human economies (Cox 1999 , Mooney et al. 2005 ), but also because study of invasions provides insight into general ecological and evolutionary questions. Invasions provide us with the opportunity to see fluxes in geographical range sizes, genetic diversity, and interspecific interactions on a scale that would generally not be possible in controlled manipulations (Sax et al. 2005) .
Since Skellam's (1951) pioneering fit of a reactiondiffusion model to the spread of an introduced species, ecologists have developed theory and data analyses to understand the dynamics of range expansion (for reviews see Hengeveld 1989 , Shigesada and Kawasaki 1997 . Typically, invasions have establishment, expansion, and saturation phases, and these phases tend to manifest unique rates of range expansion, or spread rates (Shigesada and Kawasaki 1997) . A wide range of mathematical models predicts an asymptotically constant rate of advance during the expansion phase (e.g., Kolmogorov et al. 1937 , Aronson and Weinberger 1975 , Fife 1979 , Weinberger 1982 , Mollison 1991 , even where populations are age or stage structured (van den Bosch et al. 1990, Neubert and Caswell 2000) or subject to environmental variation (Neubert et al. 2000) . For spread in two spatial dimensions, a constant rate of advance means the square root of range area increases linearly with time (Skellam 1951) .
Empirically, rates of range expansion have been measured as the change in range area over time or the distance from the site of initial establishment to the current front of the range. For many species the prediction of constant rate of advance has been a good first approximation (e.g., Andow et al. 1990 , Grosholz 1996 , although we note that departures from constant spread are predicted and found where factors such as long distance dispersal (Kot et al. 1996) , Allee effects (Lewis and Kareiva 1993 , Keitt et al. 2001 , Taylor and Hastings 2005 , behavior (Holway and Suarez 1999, Tsutsui and Suarez 2003) , and interactions between species (Hosono 1998 , Richardson et al. 2000 , Stokes et al. 2006 ) affect populations. In cases where extensive data are available, particularly strong connections between theory and data have been found (Johnson et al. 2006 Berryman et al.'s (2002) framework for the population regulation analogy. In their analysis, the number of newly invaded sites at each time step (e.g., day, month, or year) is divided by a sum of recently invaded sites, and this ratio is put into the role of population size. We refer to this as the ''new site ratio.'' By analogy to population dynamics regulated by density dependence, Arim et al. (2006) interpret a negative relationship between the change in the newsite-ratio and the previous value of the new-site-ratio as evidence of invasion regulation (which they call ''spread regulation'' and we refer to as ''new-site-ratio regulation''). Thus, at the equilibrium of the new-site-ratio, the invader colonizes a constant number of new sites per each recently invaded site per time. They analyze 30 time series for known invasive species and conclude that invasive spread is a regulated process and that ''. . .the regulation structure is strikingly consistent among invasions.'' Interpreting their results as calling for a novel explanation, they propose a verbal and graphical model in which delayed maturation and limited dispersal combine to generate ''sawtooth'' dynamics such that a ''nonreproductive leading front . . . delays spread advancement.'' We refer to this as the spread-delay model. The ability to predict spread rates of nonnative species is crucial in developing management strategies (Sharov and Liebhold 1998) , but approaches such as estimating long-distance dispersal have proven difficult (Clark et al. 2003) . Sound inferences from spread data could potentially provide new insights into the ecology of dispersal (Kokko and Lopez-Sepulcre 2006) , hasten and improve invasive species management, protect native species and economies, and improve communication between scientists and policy makers. Therefore, it is important to critically evaluate analyses of spread data because they may impact how researchers, managers, and the public perceive invasive species issues.
Here we make two central points about Arim et al.'s (2006) model and analysis. First, new-site-ratio regulation can encompass accelerating or decelerating rates of range expansion, so the analogy to regulation of population dynamics is complicated and potentially confusing. We respectfully argue, therefore, that Arim et al.'s (2006) definition of ''spread regulation'' needs cautious interpretation and might more accurately be called ''new-site-ratio regulation.'' Second, a wide range of spread models (including their spread-delay model) that incorporate realistic variability with an underlying model of constant spread rate (a common hypothesis) produce patterns that are generally consistent with newsite-ratio regulation and with Arim et al.'s (2006) empirical results. Starrfelt and Kokko (2008) reach a similar conclusion using a spatially explicit simulation model. If so many models can predict the empirical results, then it is unclear what biological conclusions can be drawn from their analysis.
Neither of these points implies that the analyses of Arim et al. (2006) are incorrect; rather they offer important interpretations of Arim et al.'s (2006) results. Arim et al. (2006) mentioned that other models may explain their results, but they did not indicate that even standard, general models would do so. Although the spread-delay model therefore does not have a special relationship to their empirical results, it is an intriguing and biologically interesting model that may be related to theories of propagule pressure (Lockwood et al. 2005) or models with Allee effects and dispersal patterns that generate pulsed spread (Johnson et al. 2006 ). More directed research to test the spread-delay model could offer important insight into endogenous factors that limit the spread of invasive species. In addition, Arim et al.'s (2006) overall approach of analyzing site presence/absence data comparatively across many systems is valuable and could contribute to general understanding of spread dynamics, although the value of new-siteratios is unclear.
THE NEW-SITE-RATIO MODEL Arim et al. (2006) calculated the per capita rate of invasion (S ) as the number of new sites invaded (N ) in a given time (t) from previously occupied sites, as
We call S t the ''new-site-ratio. '' In Arim et al.'s (2006) analogy to population dynamics, it is the new-site-ratio, S t , that is regulated, rather than range size, linear distance, number of new sites per time, or other spreadrelated quantities. For our discussion, the term ''spread rate'' is a potential source of confusion. Here we use it to mean ''new sites per time'' or in some cases ''new distance from point of introduction per time.' ' Arim et al. (2006) interpret S t as new sites per time per capita, also a type of ''rate,'' but we call S t ''new site ratio'' to avoid ambiguity. Two minor clarifications of the model as presented in Arim et al. (2006) are that the denominator uses a lag of six time steps (M. Arim, personal communication), and the analyses used the log-plus-one transformation, log(S t þ 1), which was also denoted as ''S t '' for expediency (M. Arim, personal communication). To be explicit here, we indicate logarithms by lower case, s t ¼ log(S t ), and plus-one versions by primes, S 0 t ¼ S t þ 1, and s Arim et al. (2006) expressed negative feedback for new-site-ratio regulation using the function, R t [ s tþ1 À s t ¼ A À Cs Q t , where the intercept, A, represents the increase in the log new-site ratio (s) when s t ¼ 0, and Q is a coefficient of curvature. New-site-ratio dynamics were defined as regulated when C . 0, which means that at equilibrium (when R t ¼ 0 so s t ¼ (A/C ) 1/Q ), the slope of R t with respect to s t is negative, and the equilibrium is stable. (The unstable overcompensation case of C . 2 is not important in their results and does not enter our discussion either.) Following the density dependence analogy, they termed this relationship between R and s t ''spread dependency.'' Because the slope, C, gives the strength of regulation, estimated values of C form the basis of Arim et al. (2006) 's main conclusions. Arim et al. (2006) examined spread dependency for 30 invasive species by regressing log(S tþ1 þ 1) À log(S t þ 1) against log(S t þ 1). This represents the log-plus-one
t . They found negative slopes centered around À1, which they interpreted as evidence of ''strong regulation.'' They noted that the ''most common'' slopes were in the range [À0.5, À1]. We observe that the slopes were almost evenly split above and below À1 (16 vs. 14; see Appendix and Supplement for details and technical comment on hypothesis testing), matching our prediction (below) that slopes around À1 should be expected from new-site-ratio analysis of data from constant-spread models.
Spread dynamics generated by the new-site-ratio model give infinitely accelerating or decelerating range expansion
To examine the spread dynamics that could be predicted by the regulated new-site-ratio model, we derived the dynamics of the number of sites invaded at each time step, N t , from the definition of regulated newsite-ratios (Appendix), giving
À 1 # for the case of regulation in s 0 (the log-plus-one case). This equation describes the number of new sites at the next time (t þ 1) in terms of the previous seven times (t À 6 to t; the Arim et al. [2006] results are not sensitive to the exact number of lags [M. Arim, personal communication] , and neither is our evaluation of their methods).
When new-site-ratio regulation is satisfied, the number of new sites per time can accelerate or decelerate infinitely, depending on the value of A. Only for a particular value of A (given any value of C ) is the number of new sites per time constant. A simulated example of invasion dynamics with regulated new-siteratio but infinitely accelerating new sites per time is shown in Fig. 1 . Whether the spread is interpreted as one-dimensional (equivalent to a linear front in two dimensions, such as a rectangle that gets longer) or twodimensional (such as an expanding circle), the accelerating new sites per time corresponds to accelerating distance from the center or source (radius in two dimensions).
Data simulated from models of constant average spread rate give new-site-ratio slopes similar to the real data
Next we consider what realistic models of spread could be consistent with the new-site-ratio results of Arim et al. (2006) by generating data from a range of models with constant average number of new sites per time and analyzing the data for new-site-ratio regulation. We show that the new-site-ratio slopes estimated by Arim et al. (2006) are plausibly consistent with many models, once environmental stochasticity or measurement error are included, and thus do not have a distinctive relationship to the spread-delay model. Therefore, it is unclear what new insights into spread dynamics can be drawn from Arim et al.'s (2006) analysis.
We use models that match the common prediction that invasive species will increase their range at a constant rate after some period of establishment and prior to saturating the available area (Hengeveld 1989 , Shigesada and Kawasaki 1997 , Weinberger et al. 2002 ), which we call ''constant spread.'' Because this prediction emerges from a large body of biologically realistic models (e.g., Kolmogorov et al. 1937 , Aronson and Weinberger 1975 , Weinberger 1982 , van den Bosch et al. 1990 , Mollison 1991 , Neubert and Caswell 2000 , we do not present those models again in full detail but rather start from the constant-spread prediction. (Models of accelerating spread due to heavytailed dispersal distributions [Kot et al. 1996] are beyond the scope of this paper.) For one-dimensional models, constant spread can be interpreted as a constant number of new sites invaded per time step. For two-dimensional radial spread, constant spread corresponds to a constant increase in the distance from the center of the circle to the leading edge of the range.
An initial reason to suspect that many models could produce slopes centered around À1 is that if x t and x tþ1 are independent random variables, then the slope of x tþ1 -x t vs. x t will be À1 (an old issue for density dependence analysis, e.g., Wolda and Dennis 1993, Doncaster 2006 ). In Arim et al. (2006) , the variables s 0 t are more complicated because they are calculated from a window of seven data points, but nevertheless plotting s 0 tþ1 À s 0 t vs. s 0 t generates slopes close to À1 if the N t values are independent (Appendix). Therefore we consider slopes around À1 to be a baseline expectation rather than a remarkable result.
To evaluate new-site-ratio analysis as a statistical method, we need to simulate data with realistic variability, so we consider several assumptions for adding variability to constant-spread models. Process variability refers to variations in the number of newly invaded sites across time that are due to, for example, environmental or demographic stochasticity, habitat variation, or species interactions. Measurement error can arise from inaccurate counts of ''newly invaded'' vs. ''uninvaded'' sites. With either source of variability, FIG. 2. Boxplots of estimated new-site-ratio regulation slopes from the data in Arim et al. (2006) and seven models; see Appendix for details. For each model, 1000 time series of length 50 were generated, and the boxplots show the distribution of estimated new-site-ratio slopes. The two autoregressive model (AR) cases (Models 3 and 4) have l ¼ 20, r ¼ 4, and either q ¼ 0.25 or q ¼À0.25 where q is the autocorrelation, l is the mean number of new sites per time, and r is the standard deviation of the random variation in number of new sites per time. The ''uncorrelated'' case (Model 1) is simulated from the same parameters in the AR model with q ¼ 0 and also represents the case of independent measurement errors (Model 6). The ''uncorrelated radial'' case is Model 2. Two cases of binomial counting error (CE) (Model 7) are shown with p ¼ 0.7 and p ¼ 0.9, where p is the probability of detecting a newly invaded site. Two cases of the spread-delay (Model 5) with F ¼ 5 or F ¼ 10, Gaussian K (dispersal kernal) with standard deviation 20, and p ¼ 0.1 are shown, where F is fecundity and p is probability of survival. The magnitudes by which each distribution is shifted away from À1 may change for different parameters, so the general conclusion from this figure is that new-siteratio slopes will be clustered around À1 and may deviate above or below À1 because of many possible combinations of process and measurement variability, so that ascribing the distribution of slopes from the data to a particular model (such as spread-delay) would be an unsupported conclusion. The bottom, thick middle, and top lines of each box show the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles. The dashed lines extend to the most extreme result within 1.5 times the interquartile range (the range from the 25th to the 75th percentiles) from the 25th and 75th percentiles. Circles show any more extreme values.
''constant spread'' must be interpreted as ''constant average spread.' ' We simulated data from seven models that combine process variability or measurement error with constant average spread. The models (see Appendix) include (1) one-dimensional spread with independent process variability; (2) two-dimensional spread with independent process variability; (3) one-dimensional spread with positively or (4) negatively autocorrelated new sites per time; (5) one possible mathematical interpretation of the spread-delay model, with dispersal stochasticity; and measurement error (6) due to independent count variation or (7) detection of ''missed'' sites at later times.
For each model, we simulated 1000 time series, each of 50 points of newly invaded site data. We estimated the slope of new-site-ratio analysis for each time series and compared the distribution of slopes from each model to the empirical slopes. All seven models produce distributions of new-site-ratio slopes that substantially overlap the slopes estimated from data in Arim et al. (2006) (Fig. 2) . The one-dimensional and two-dimensional models with uncorrelated environmental stochasticity produce estimated slope distributions that are centered approximately around À1 and are nearly identical to the distribution of empirical slopes reported by Arim et al. (2006) . Positive and negative autocorrelation lead to increased and decreased slopes, respectively. The spread-delay model gives results similar to negative autocorrelation, which makes sense because the verbal spread-delay explanation of Arim et al. (2006) seems to correspond to negative autocorrelation, as does the mathematical interpretation that we simulated. The measurement error models lead to stronger negative slopes. In addition, we picked one random time series from four of the models (results are similar for all seven models) and plotted the new-site-ratio regression in the same manner as Fig. 2 of Arim et al. (2006) . These plots look strikingly similar to their plots (Fig. 3) . Finally, we give a general mathematical approximation to understand why slopes from different models deviate above or below À1 (Appendix). Taken together, our simulations suggest that the results of Arim et al. (2006) do not conclusively point toward a novel explanation such as the spread-delay model. We have no a priori reason to suspect that a single model must explain each of the 30 species they analyzed. It is possible that different aspects of these models could apply to different species; some hypotheses could work in combination (e.g., measurement error combined with process variability); and additional hypotheses (or parameters) may also be plausible. While constant average spread implies new-site-ratio regulation, the converse is not true.
DISCUSSION
The results of Arim et al. (2006) do not lead to clear biological conclusions about spread because their calculations would give similar results for a large range of scenarios. Their findings are expected rather than surprising for standard descriptions of spread. The spread-delay model is an interesting hypothesis for negative autocorrelation in new sites per time but has no special relationship with the data because positive, zero, or negative autocorrelation in new sites per time could all be consistent with their empirical results about new-site-ratios. Their analysis also does not distinguish between accelerating, constant, or decelerating spread, which might be evaluated more directly by new sites per time or spatially explicit data than by the new-site-ratio. It is certainly possible that additional analysis will reveal better understanding, but we are limited here to the results as presented by Arim et al. (2006) .
Since the definitions of ''spread regulation'' and ''spread dependency'' used by Arim et al. (2006) encompass infinitely accelerating or decelerating numbers of new sites per time, an additional concern emerges. In our judgment, these particular definitions risk serious and unnecessary confusion in both scientific and public policy arenas. In the scientific realm, we think most ecologists would equate ''spread'' with ''new sites per time,'' ''new distance per time,'' or ''total range,'' rather than with the new-site-ratio of Arim et al. (2006) . The term ''spread regulation'' suggests that ''spread'' is ''regulated,'' just as under ''population regulation'' the quantity ''regulated'' is the ''population.'' However, regulation of the new-site-ratio does not imply regulation of new sites per time, new distance from initial introduction per time, or total range (all in onedimensional or two-dimensional), which all may accelerate (or decelerate) without bound. In essence, Arim et al's (2006) ''spread regulation'' equates ''spread'' only with the new-site-ratio. We recognize that reasonable readers may have different judgments about useful terminology and that authors are free to define their own terms, but at the least we suggest that a qualified usage, such as ''new-site-ratio regulation,'' would be more precise than ''spread regulation.'' Moreover, in the public policy arena, clear communication about spread dynamics between scientists, managers, and policy makers is vital to reduce or mitigate harmful spread of invasive species. Words used in multiple senses in different contexts are open to misinterpretation (e.g., Cuddington 2001) . For example, invasion ecology has already suffered misinterpretation because of language associated with war and xenophobia (Simberloff 2003 , Larson et al. 2005 ). In our judgment, plain-language interpretations of ''spread regulation'' would not include accelerating spread, and there is no compelling reason to define it to do so.
